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This bibliography consists of a selective list of books and articles relating to National Gallery Extension Competition. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark.

**Competition Phase I**
1982: seven shortlisted architects
ABK
Arup Associates
Covell, Matthews, Wheatley
Richard Rogers
Sheppard Robson
SOM
Spratley + Cullean

**Competition Phase II**
1986 – Final Shortlist
Henry Cobb of I M Pei Partnership, USA
Colquhoun + Miller
Jeremy Dixon / BDP
Piers Gough of Campbell Zogolovitch, Wilkinson + Gough
James Stirling, Michael Wilford + Associates
Venturi Rauch + Scott Brown, USA - WINNERS

**Books (Alphabetically by title)**

**AA SHELFMARK:** 727.7.036(421) AME (Gall)

**AA SHELFMARK:** 72.092(421) ‘9H’ (Store)
Journal Articles (Chronologically by year and month)

1992
‘From invention to convention: Conference: Extension to the National Gallery in London’ / Robert Venturi
in Lotus International no.72 1992 / p.70-89 (text in English)

1991
‘To a mannerism born; Architects: Venturi Scott Brown & Associates’ / article by James S Russell and Martin Pawley
in Architectural Record vol.179 no.10 October 1991 / p.72-79

‘Capital gains; Architects: Venturi Scott Brown & Associates

‘Learning from London; Architects: Venturi Scott Brown & Associates
in Progressive Architecture vol.72 no.8 August 1991 / p.80-87

‘National Gallery; Architects: Venturi Rauch & Scott Brown, with Sheppard Robson
in Architectural Review no.1133 July 1991 / p.30-36

‘Playing to the gallery; Architects: Venturi Scott Brown & Associates, with Sheppard Robson
in Building vol.256 no.7703 (26) June 28, 1991 / p.46-50

1986
‘The National Gallery’
in Architectural Design vol.56 no.1/2 1986 / whole issue

‘National Gallery Finalists’

1982
‘National Gallery schemes analyzed’
in Architects Journal 27 October 1982 / p.38-40
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